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Jimmy and his bunny brothers love to play, and today is Jimmyâ€™s birthday, so he has lots of toys.

However, he doesnâ€™t always want to share, and because of that, he may miss out on having fun.

Letâ€™s find out what it means to share, and why it makes us feel better!
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Shelley Admont is a successful mom and a successful creator of children's books that are for both

entertainment and lessons for behavior for children. In this book she has wisely engaged illustrators

Sonal Goyal and Sumit Sakhuja who provide wonderful images for Admont's story.We're back with

the bunnies - Jimmy has a birthday and his brothers want to join in the opening of his presents,

Jimmy respond, `"Don't touch it! It's my train!" he cried. "All these presents are MINE!" Jimmy's

brothers go outside to play, leaving Jimmy alone with his toys. But Jimmy has problems assembling

his train and needs assistance. Noting his brothers playing basketball in the yard he is amazed at

their using one ball to have such fun. Realizing that they are sharing in order to have fun the

concept seeps in. When rain comes and the brothers come inside, their mother brings out the

remaining small piece of birthday cake - and Jimmy shares it with his family. And all is well!Nice

story, nice illustrations, nice lessons. Just what we have learned to expect from Shelley Admont.



Grady Harp, February 15

What a great ebook for children to read and to learn that sharing can be fun. So,I recommend this

for ages 3-8 years of age. And because it is a really neat with a very good Moro in it, it also has

more brilliantly colored pictures too. And this is why I am it giving five stars. I received this ebook for

free and in return for it,here is my honest review. Great work Shelley!By Angela

Children's books : " I Love to Share ", (Picture Book for ages 3-8, Beginner readers, Bedtime story):

Social skills for kids-Children's EBook (I Love To... ... stories children's books collection 7)Children's

colorful book that has a free video at the end.It's Jimmy's birthday and he has a lot of new toys, he

does not want to share them. Everybody else at the party wants to play with them.Others go outside

to play while he stays inside trying to make the toys work.His mother might have the solution to

them all having the last piece of cake....

Do you have friends and like to play with them or do you like to play alone. What about your toys, do

you mind if everyone plays with your toys?The author, Shelkey Admont, has written a sweet story

about Jimmy the bunny. It was his birthday, and he received a lot of wonderful presents. His

brothers thought it would be a good idea to play with his new toys, but Jmmy said, "No, these are

my presents, it is my birthday!" When you read this book, you will understand what occurs next.

Parents/teachers will enjoy reading this book to their children. The children will have many

questions, "What happens when someone does not want to share. How do you feel when someone

won't let you play with them". The illustrations by Sonal Goyal and Sumit Sakhuja, are beautiful,

bright and colorful. They depict the adventures of Jimmy and his brothers. One of the best parts of

this book is the lessons that are learned. It is always a good book when we can learn something

new. Note: a complimentary copy of this book was given to me to read and review.Recommended.

prisrob 02-14-15

This story teaches children it is a lot more fun to share and play together then being selfish and

playing by yourself. It makes everyone happier when we share.

A good moral for kids. My daughters enjoyed the story. The illustrations were nice. Good story for

bedtime. Recommend it.



Sharing is fun!Share this versatile book with young children often to reinforce the idea of sharing.

Great story to show kids that sharing is actually more fun instead of forcing them to share.
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